A Paragraph Outline
Topic Sentence (full sentence with topic and supporting ideas):
My grandmother is my role model because she is strong, mean, and a wonderful cook.  
A.	The First Supporting Idea Sentence (full sentence):
My grandma is so strong that huge men break down and ask her to open jars for them.
•	Detail 1:  thick arms
•	Detail 2: chop chickens
Detail 3: biceps
Detail 4: no rest Sundays
Detail 5: child-proof bottle
B.	The Second Supporting Idea (full sentence):
No one messes with Grandma because not only is she strong, she is meaner than warped dentures on gingivitis.
•	Detail 1: “with only a cue stick in her arthritic claw-like hand and the meanest cusses belching from her lips, stained so dark from chewing-tobacco juice that the brightest, reddest lipstick could barely be seen when she’d dress up for the synagogue on Fridays” (174-75).  
•	Detail 2: “Ma [Grandma] beat up Joey Ice Picks because he got fresh with me when he said, ‘Hey, Sweetie’” (175).  
Detail 3: “When the gangsters [Joey Ice Picks and his boys] tried to muscle in on the temple bingo game, Mom [Grandma] lifted the whimpering gangster [Joey Ice Picks] by the oversized lapels of his zoot suit, called him a putz, and threw him through the stained glass window depicting long-haired Samson asleep on his knees, his head resting on Dahlia’s inviting lap” (Camhi 220).
Detail 4: Ate peas
C.	The Third Supporting Idea (full sentence):
Though Grandma is mean to people who threaten her loved ones, on Sundays she brings our whole family back to Brooklyn with her amazing cooking skills.  
•	Detail 1: Chop liver
•	Detail 2: latkes
Detail 3: chicken soup
Detail 4: pickled herring
Detail 5: Sunday dinners
Reminder: Don't forget the transitions and the concluding sentence.  You can have two or three supporting ideas unless the assignment states otherwise.  You are not limited to two details per supporting idea.

